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SAF-T-GARD® VOLTGARD® 
V-GRIpS® LEATHER 

pROTECTOR GLOVES

BRINGING WORKERS HOME SAFELY SINCE 1936

Gripping Dexterity, Flexibility and Durability
Electrical workers now hold all of the protective power in their hands 
with the arrival of the new Saf-T-Gard® Voltgard® V-GRIPS® Leather 
Protector Gloves. Available in low-voltage and high-voltage styles, 
the Saf-T-Gard® Voltgard® V-GRIPS® Leather Protector Gloves are 
manufactured using a proprietary grip-enhancing coating that covers 
the entire work surface of the gloves (palm, index finger and thumb) 
to deliver an unsurpassed grip that won’t slip or affect the ergonomics 
of the gloves and provides superior dexterity and flexibility, especially 
when handling small parts. Furthermore, the durable goatskin leather 
protects against cuts, abrasions and punctures and will not absorb dirt, 
oil, grit, grime or moisture.

Comfortable Compliance
Saf-T-Gard® Voltgard® V-GRIPS® Leather Protector Gloves 

are crafted by leather glove specialists from a gold, grain 
goatskin leather that is selected and processed for softness 

and comfort. The low-voltage styles fit properly over straight 
cuff industry-standard rubber insulating gloves, while the 
high-voltage styles fit properly over both straight and bell 
cuff industry-standard rubber insulating gloves. All styles 

are dual-sized to fit whole and half sizes in rubber insulating 
gloves, feature a gunn cut pattern for easy wearing and a 

leather strap and durable buckle to comfortably secure the 
gloves to the workers’ hands. Ideal for use by utility workers, 

power and communication linemen, electrical contractors, 
plant and facility maintenance technicians and electrical field 

service technicians, the Saf-T-Gard® Voltgard® V-GRIPS® 
Leather Protector Gloves meet ASTM Standard F-696 for 

Leather Protectors for Rubber Insulating Gloves and 
Mittens, and have an Arc Rating of at least 28 cal/cm2.

VLP-214
Sizes 8-12

VLP-210S
Sizes 7-12

VLP-210S4C
Sizes 8-12
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The product pictured above is the VLP-212. 
All of the features of this product are the same 
as the styles in the VLP-200 series, with the 
exception of style VLP-210S and VLP-210S4C.

       Made from a gold, grain goatskin leather that is selected 
and processed to be soft, flexible, durable and provide 
protection against cuts, abrasions and punctures and 
will not absorb dirt, oil, grit, grime or moisture

 Split leather cuff styles extend protection past the wrist 
and allow for greater flexibility, comfort and visibility

 Gunn cut pattern is the longest-lasting construction and 
provides better wear and comfort

 The adjustable leather strap and durable buckle 
comfortably secure the gloves to the workers’ hands

Features and Benefits

V-GRIpS®

VLp-200 SERIES
GRIp-ENHANCING COATING 
FOR pOWERFUL DEXTERITY

 Sewn with leather binding to reinforce critical wear areas

ITEM #                 DESCRIPTION                                                                      ARC 
RATING LENGTH                                                                      CUFF SIZES UOM                    

VLP-210S Voltgard V-GRIPS Low-Voltage Leather Protector Gloves 38 cal/cm2 10” Slip-On 7-12 
(Dual-Sized) Pair

VLP-210S4C Voltgard V-GRIPS Low-Voltage Leather Protector Gloves 38 cal/cm2 12” Split Leather 
Gauntlet Cuff

8-12 
(Dual-Sized) Pair

VLP-211 Voltgard V-GRIPS High-Voltage Leather Protector Gloves 28 cal/cm2 11” Split Leather 
Gauntlet Cuff

8-12 
(Dual-Sized) Pair

VLP-212 Voltgard V-GRIPS High-Voltage Leather Protector Gloves 28 cal/cm2 12” Split Leather 
Gauntlet Cuff

8-12 
(Dual-Sized) Pair

VLP-213 Voltgard V-GRIPS High-Voltage Leather Protector Gloves 28 cal/cm2 13” Split Leather 
Gauntlet Cuff

8-12 
(Dual-Sized) Pair

VLP-214 Voltgard V-GRIPS High-Voltage Leather Protector Gloves 28 cal/cm2 14” Split Leather 
Gauntlet Cuff

8-12 
(Dual-Sized) Pair

 Proprietary grip-enhancing coating on the palm, index 
finger and thumb delivers the ideal balance of dexterity, 
flexibility and grip, especially when handling small parts, 
without significantly increasing the thickness of the 
working area of the glove

Leather protector gloves should always be worn over rubber 
insulating gloves to extend their life. Leather protector gloves 
themselves offer no protection against high or low voltage and 
should always be worn over rubber insulating gloves.
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